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Safety Tubs ®
answers to
Most frequently
Asked Questions
How Do Safety Tubs Compare to the
Competition?
All Safety Tubs® are manufactured in the USA
utilizing the latest in design and technology. The
new line of Safety Tubs® features hi-gloss cast
acrylic construction, our exclusive revolutionary
door system, built-in chair-height seats and all the
bells and whistles found in today’s luxury bathtubs.
Acrylic is the material of choice for leading
manufacturers and trade professionals around the
world. Germ and stain resistant surfaces, better
heat retaining properties and durability are just a
few of the many beneﬁts acrylic oﬀers versus other
ﬁberglass models. Best of all, Safety Tubs® state of
the art acrylic manufacturing techniques enable
you to enjoy all the premium qualities of acrylic at
the same price as other ﬁberglass model walk-in
tubs.

How Does the Water Tight Door Work?

How Are Safety Tubs Installed?

Safety Tubs® watertight door seal system forms a
hydrostatic seal when compressed by latching the
door. Additionally, the weight of water inside the
tub further compresses the door seal making it
completely leak proof. Safety Tubs® guarantees the
door seal for life.

Safety Tubs® were designed for quick and easy
installation. The installation of Safety Tubs® is as
easy as installing a standard bathtub; any licensed
plumber can do the job. Because all Safety Tubs®
are designed to ﬁt in standard tub spaces, no
remodeling is needed. All Safety Tubs® come in
both right-hand and left-hand versions, and extra
long leveling feet to accommodate above ﬂoor
rough-in applications.

Can Users Also Take Showers?
Yes! Safety Tubs® faucet with hand-held shower
allows you to convert your bathtub into an
easy-to-use and attractive shower. Simply press the
deck-mounted diverter to switch from faucet to
shower. Use it standing up or sitting down for
peace of mind and security while bathing.

What Warranties Are Oﬀered With
Safety Tubs?
Every Safety Tub® is 100% factory tested with
water prior to leaving our manufacturing
facility. We back each and every tub with a
comprehensive, quality assurance warranty, a
nationwide network of service agents and a
customer service department ready to help
you with any aspect of your purchase. Plus,
Safety Tubs® oﬀers a lifetime guarantee on the
tub door seal and a ﬁve year guarantee on the
tub and its components.

